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Abstract: In some communication environments, it is advantageous to provide contents for multiple modal 

channels redundantly and not only in a single media representation. For the case of educational content, 

this can be for example: visual image-heavy presentation slides for face-to-face teaching, text-based lecture 

notes with full details for following up at home, and self-study online content for e-learning. There is an 

overlap in content and structure between all those media files whereas there are differences in style and 

extent. 

The requirements for creating and managing content for those multimedia documents are high: On the one 

hand, the creation process should take care of all media-specific characteristics to obtain the best possible 

documents, and on the other hand, authors want manage and reuse content in an efficient way. This paper 

analyzes the lack of current authoring technology, and presents a new approach which suggests a 

combination of traditional media-specific files and authoring tools with a connected single-source content 

system. 
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1. Introduction 

Over the years, the perception of the term multimedia has changed. In the past “the term has meant the 

use of several media devices in a coordinated fashion (e.g., synchronized slides with audiotape). Advances 

in technology, however, have combined these media so that information previously delivered by several 

devices is now integrated into one device” [1]. Thus, nowadays when speaking about this term, normally the 

point of interest is a single document which combines different forms of visual and audio media. 

Nevertheless, there still exist situations when several independent documents with different media 

representation were used in some kind of coordinated fashion to depict similar content in distinct ways. Or, 

to put it in the words of [2]: “Multiple media means that the same content is delivered to end-users in more 

than one medium”. This is usually the case when the same content should be delivered on different 

communication channels or in distinct communication contexts.  

This occurs, for example, when lecturers provide educational materials for distinct communication 

channels with multiple media types. For instance: visual image-heavy presentation slides for face-to-face 

teaching, text-based lecture notes with full details for following up at home, and self-study online content 

for e-learning [3]. Maureen Walsh analyzed in [4] three studies, where multiple educational materials were 

used in some multi-modal learning environments, and came to the conclusion that learners can profit by the 
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mixture of different media forms. Other multimedia scenarios can be found in journalism (providing news 

as print and online version) or product advertising (e.g. product description as website, printed catalogue, 

presentation slides for sales events). 

Depending on the context of the reception, authors have to choose adequate communication channels 

and provide the content in appropriate documents. Not all materials suit to every reception context, 

because every media form has some specific style characteristics [5]. Each one of the media is different as to 

the semiotic style, degree of specificity, content fragmentation and expression variety. An author has to care 

about these characteristics to be able to create documents which fit the target environment. For learning 

content, it is certainly possible to use only one single document for all teaching situations. However, the 

desired learning success can then fail because the learners cannot follow the content of the course in an 

appropriate manner. The consequence is that several unique documents are required to support each 

context of reception adequately. The author has to create and maintain every single document, although 

there is an overlap in content and structure between all the materials. The problem is, these materials differ 

in style and extent. 

Working with the example of multiple media educational materials, the lack of current authoring 

technology will be analyzed in this paper, and in the second part, a new approach will be demonstrated on 

how authors can create and maintain those documents more efficiently. 

2. Current State of Authoring Technology 

This section will provide an overview about current technology approaches which can be used to author 

and manage content for multiple media. It is necessary to distinguish between two basic strategies: firstly, 

creating individual separated files by using media-specific editors, and secondly, generating materials from 

single-source contents automatically. 

2.1. Media-Specific Files and Authoring Tools 

The most common way to create educational materials is certainly the usage of some media-specific 

editors. There is a wide range of authoring software solutions which are designed to create and edit only 

one particular media type. For instance, there are the well-known software packages like Microsoft Office or 

OpenOffice. All of these packages contain editors which support some specific media forms like 

presentation slides (e.g. Microsoft PowerPoint) or continuous text documents (e.g. Microsoft Word). Using 

these tools lends a big advantage to the creation process. Usually these editors are able to take care of all 

media specific characteristics of the particular target media. For instance, almost all word processors offer 

an empty sheet of paper after starting a new document. From the beginning, it is clear which media type is 

the most desirable. Additionally, an editor like this mostly offers designing tools which are specialized to 

create content for the current media form. Endowed with a media-specific editor, it is easy to produce 

educational materials which fulfill the most common design requirements. 

Returning to the fundamental issue of multiple media documents, it has to be clarified how such tools 

support the creation and maintaining of different education materials. Depending on the target media types 

of the educational materials, a number of media specific authoring tools are deployed simultaneously. 

Usually an author has to create an independent document file for each teaching context to take into account 

all relevant media characteristics. Therefore, the number of files increases with every new teaching 

situation. For example, when an author offers presentation slides, lecture notes, and e-learning resources 

for the same learning content, there are already three separate files and three different authoring tools 

involved. The most significant downside is that the files are not connected to each other, hence the only way 

to share redundant content between the files is to use the well-known copy and paste function [6], [7]. This 

leads to problems when parts of the content or structure are to be changed. This can happen, for instance, 
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when an old course may be updated and reused in a new semester. New content should be added, and 

existing content should be moved to another position or deleted. The author has to apply all changes to 

every independent file redundantly and manually. 

2.2. Single-Source Content Management and Cross Media Publishing 

Fig. 1 shows the basic components of a typical cross media workflow with a single-source content 

management (also referred to as single-source publishing). The main idea of this approach is that there is 

only one single-source storage which contains the whole content base. In there, a document is not saved as 

a traditional file, but the whole composition is split into smaller content fragments (individual texts, 

pictures, videos etc.). All these fragments are saved without any layout or formatting information. With the 

help of the publishing system and some predefined transformation rules, the content gets transformed into 

the actual output media automatically. These rules contain information about format and layout of the 

target medium, and instruct how the single-source content gets transformed into media-specific output 

material. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Typical single-source publishing workflow. 

 

The single-source publishing approach was developed originally for technical documentations in the 

early 1990s. The goal was to reuse existing content for different document versions to support various 

communication channels [6]. Because of similar requirements, authors of more recent studies have 

proposed that this authoring technology can also be used to produce educational materials [8], [9], [3].  

According to [10], this “method particularly suits projects where the content of the different versions 

overlaps significantly and the information is likely to be revised or updated frequently”. This way has a huge 

advantage over the first approach which was dealing with several separate files. With a single-source 

management, it is possible to perform content modifications (like inserting, moving, or deleting) at a central 

point. “A document is updated one time and then ‘transformed’ rapidly and dynamically into multiple 

formats as needed” [11]. 

When one publishes documents from single-source content, it does not mean that all output materials are 

using the exact same content and structure, merely with another media style. With the help of conditional 

processing, some selected content fragments can be annotated with special instructions for the following 

publishing step [12], [13]. Hence single-source publishing offers two approaches to create output media 

with divergent content: 

• From the basic set of single-source content fragments, pieces can be chosen arbitrarily and reused for 

generating new materials. Not every fragment must be included in every output medium. 

• It is possible to define alternatives. Thereby an author can use a video clip in the e-learning medium 

and a replacement text for print media. 

Despite all the advantages, there are also downsides of this approach. Usually, the single source content 

repository is based on a domain specific content schema. Quite in line with this, the single-source content 

gets created and changed by a specialized editor supporting exactly this domain specific content schema. 
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Like any other authoring software, this editor supports only a limited set of expressions to depict the 

content. The consequence is that the output materials can only contain content expressions which are 

supported by the specific single source authoring environment. For instance, when the editor or the content 

repository is not able to handle video material, it is hard to get a movie clip into the output material. 

Additionally, it should be noted that publishing from a single-source increases the requirements for the 

author, who is also responsible for content management from then on. It is not possible to focus completely 

on the writing process of a particular medium, because one is working on all output media at all times. 

While working on the single-source content, the author must beware of the impacts of all decisions for 

other media forms, and manage media-specific content fragment alternatives additionally. Out of 

convenience, this often leads to the situation that authors only using elementary ways to depict the content, 

which are supported by all media types, and don’t pay attention to some superior features of more 

expressive media types. In this case, the output documents have little in common with a multimedia 

environment. 

Another problem becomes visible by looking closer at the transformation rules and the automatic output 

creation process. The problem is, an author can influence the appearance of output material only in an 

indirect way. The author has to revise the transformation rules for the target media type to change the 

output appearance. These rules contain strict instructions for a computer on how to transform the 

single-source content into a media-specific file. On the one hand, this works fine for media-types with 

strictly defined layouts, like fluent continuous texts with predefined style templates. On the other hand, 

there are media types which allow a bit more creative designing, as for instance presentation slides. It starts 

with the allocation of content fragments to individual slides, and ends with free positioning and orientation 

of pictures and texts (Pötzschwas able to show in [14] that a lot of PowerPoint users often create free 

designed text-image-collages without use of the default layouts). For a computer algorithm, it is impossible 

to do something like this on the base of a transformation rule. 

Finally, it can be summarized that on the one side, the single-source publishing approach is able to 

manage overlapping content at a central point, but on the other side, it can be seen that this technology is 

unable to take care of all media specific characteristics of the output materials. 

3. New Approach 

Based on these previous findings, a new technological approach is demonstrated in this section. 

3.1. Basic Idea 

This approach is based on the idea that the features of multimedia documents can be divided into two 

groups: shared characteristics which are the same across all concurrent used documents and media-specific 

characteristics which are unique for every single document. As mentioned earlier, there is an overlap in 

content and structure between those media. Consequently, both of these features belong to the group of 

shared characteristics. In contrast, layout, formatting and the actual depiction of the content are 

media-specific characteristics. 

The two above-mentioned authoring approaches do not care about this distinction of media features on 

the technical level. On the one hand, all media features are saved in independent files (media-specific file 

approach), while on the other hand, all characteristics are embedded centrally in the single-source content 

and transformation rules (single-source publishing approach). The approach developed here combines both 

authoring strategies. The objective is to get the best of both worlds: using media specific editors for 

handling the media-specific characteristics, and connecting them with some kind of single-source content 

management to allow central modification of the common features. Fig. 2 demonstrates this setup in an 

exemplary manner. 
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Fig. 2. Media-specific files connected with a single-source base. 

 

All of these media forms are saved in traditional media-specific file types. Therefore, these files can be 

edited with usual authoring tools. This means the author can use all options which are offered by the 

media-specific authoring software to create materials in an optimal way. 

3.2. Central Structure and Content Referencing 

 

 
Fig. 3. Exemplary visualisation of shared and referenced content. 

 

This approach, inspired by the single-source publishing, introduces a central data store to handle the 

shared media characteristics. Since the document files are connected to this, all the concurrent media files 

belong to the same super-structure. In principle, it is possible to use all types of structures (even linear or 

net-like), however, for the following demonstration, it is assumed that this is a hierarchical structure. In the 

first place, this super-structure is managed in the central data store and consists only of a set of ordered and 

encapsulated structure items. A structure item does not contain any content depiction itself. In the mind of 
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Plato’s theory of forms [15], it is only a non-material abstract idea. The materialization of these structure 

items can be found in the connected documents. A structure item in the central data store can reference 

therefore a set of media-specific depictions in different connected media files.  

Fig. 3 shows an example how the content fragments of two media-files are referenced by a 

super-structure. There are three ways to handle a structure item in a connected medium. 

3.2.1. Particular media-specific content depiction 

Each connected medium can use particular expressions to depict the same content (This is demonstrated 

in Fig. 3 for the structure item si_3). For instance, in the central super-structure exists a structure item with 

the idea of the anatomy of a horse. This structure item can reference to different media-specific content 

fragments in different media, like a horse picture in presentation slides, or a detailed text about the 

components of a horse in lecture notes. 

3.2.2. Shared content 

It is possible to use shared content, which is synchronized between all connected materials. Shared 

content is assigned directly to the belonging structure item, and is also saved in the central data store. When 

there is no shared content for a structure item, the shared content assignment remains empty (This is the 

case for the structure items si_3 and si_5). 

If an author decides to reuse the horse picture in some other files, the connected media retrieves it from 

there. Due to the reason that all connected files saving their own copies of the horse picture in their own 

proprietary file format, it is important that the central structure item holds valid content references to all 

the media-specific redundant horses in the individual files. 

3.2.3. Omission 

It is not required that every media file implements all abstract structure items from the central data store 

 for the materialization of the structure items si_2, si_4 and si_5 in medium 2). 

This can have technical (e.g. the medium is not able to show pictures) or didactical reasons (e.g. the medium 

describe the topic on more abstract level and leaves out detailed descriptions). 

It therefore means that each connected material has only a subset of the central super-structure. So, it is 

possible to implement divergent media-specific document structures within the framework of the central 

super-structure. 

3.3. Synchronization of Connected Media 

As all documents are connected to the central data store, it is possible to apply changes of common media 

features to all other connected documents. The synchronization comprises two steps: the commit step and 

the update step. These behave similar to the same-named operations in the software versioning system 

Apache Subversion [16]. There are four different use cases for the usage of these operations. 

3.3.1. Create a new central data store 

The commit operation has the task to transmit the shared media characteristics to the connected central 

data store. If an author is working on a new document or opened an existing media specific file, the commit 

operation will create a new central data store, extract the document structure of the currently loaded 

medium and elevate it to the initial super-structure in the central data store. Subsequently, the abstract 

structure items in the new central super-structure get connected to their media-specific materialization in 

the source document. Finally, all referenced content fragments from the source medium are stored as 

shared content assignments in the central data store for further use by other media. 

3.3.2. Create a new document from a central data store 

The counterpart of this is the update operation, which synchronizes the shared features from the central 

data store into the connected media-specific document. For the case that there still not exists an updateable 
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document, the update operation creates a new document on the base of the central data store. The author 

has to select a source medium, which must be connected to the central data store already. This source 

medium acts as blueprint for the newly created document, because its structure and shared contents are 

transferred to the newly created document. 

3.3.3. Commit document changes 

When an author is working on an existing document which is already connected to the central data store, 

there are various characteristics that can be changed: structure (move, create, or delete content fragments), 

content (edit or replace content fragments), formatting (e.g. alter color and size of a text) and layout (e.g. 

change the visual position of a content fragment). During the next commit operation, the whole structure 

with all content gets transmitted to the central data store. At this place all changes get synchronized. Shared 

content, which was changed in the media-specific document, gets updated in the central data store. 

Furthermore, all local structure changes get applied to the central super-structure. 

On the other hand, the changes for formatting, layout, and particular content depiction are saved only in 

the local media-specific file without submission to the central data store. 

3.3.4. Updating existing documents 

When a document is already connected to a central data store and another connected document 

intermediately applied some changes, the update operation has to synchronize these to the local media file. 

This is the most sophisticated use case in this approach. Some media types are easier to update than others. 

For instance, continuous text documents with predefined style templates can be updated automatically. 

With the help of the content references, outdated shared content gets found and replaced by newer versions 

from the central data store. The same happens with structure changes. After comparing the local structure 

with the central super-structure, it gets calculated which local content fragments have to get removed, 

inserted, or deleted. All these operations can be done by machine, because in continuous text documents 

the content fragments get laid out automatically by the word processor, and it is not possible to create an 

unusable state of the text document. 

It is even harder for media types with more complex layout possibilities, like presentation slides. 

Applying shared content changes can be done automatically, but one must take into account that this can 

have impacts on formatting and layout also. For Example, when the outdated text was very short and the 

new one is much longer, it is possible that the text has not enough space on the slide without resizing the 

text fragment. Another problem appears when it comes to moving or inserting new content fragments. A 

computer algorithm cannot decide in a meaningful way on which slide or which position the content should 

be placed. For problems like this, it is necessary to involve a human being. This can be realized on the base 

of a wizard which guides the author through all problematic update changes. 

4. Software Implementation 

The most sophisticated task in this approach is to handle the connection of the media-specific content 

with the central data store. To the idea of accessing proprietary document formats [7] states: 

“Furthermore, the content of a document is normally stored in a proprietary format which makes it hardly 

impossible for third-party applications to access any structural metadata that is completely controlled by the 

monolithic application ‘owning’ the document. These closed document formats prevent third-party 

applications to offer supplemental services related to parts of a document and make the external annotation of 

document substructures impossible.” 

This section will explain that this quote is no longer sustainable and present a proof-of-concept prototype. 

Based on some preliminary considerations, some technical key concepts will be provided to show the 
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proper functioning of the software prototype. 

4.1. General Considerations 

For software engineers, the most interesting question surely is how to realize the referencing mechanism 

between the structure items in the central data store and the media-specific content fragments in the 

proprietary media files. On the technical level, this has been solved by unique IDs. Every abstract structure 

item has one, and all belonging content implementations must be labeled with the same ID to set up the 

content reference. It is important, that this ID will never change. It is the task of the authoring software to 

ensure, that a content fragment remembers its reference ID for the whole lifetime of the document file. Only 

on this basis it is possible to track modifications of content fragments. 

This can be done by two ways. The first strategy is to add the IDs as meta data directly into the media file. 

In the area of Office, DTP and online application, a lot of modern document file types are based on XML [17]. 

Due to the extensibility of XML it may be possible to integrate the content fragment IDs directly into the 

normal document file. When this is not possible, consideration might be given to saving the IDs in a 

separate document, which references itself to the content fragments in the proprietary media file. 

When this fundamental issue is solved, it is time to think about a way to implement the commit and 

update operations. One approach is to realize the connection between the central data store and the 

material files with software plugins inside the media-specific authoring tools. This places high demands on 

the authoring software. In the first place, this means that it must be possible to develop plugins for it. 

Furthermore, these plugins must be able access some kind of interface for the communication with the 

central data store. And last but not least, the plugin must be able to access and modify the content of the 

currently loaded document to implement the commit and update operations. 

4.2. Prototype Implementation 

 

 
Fig. 4. A screenshot of the PowerPoint-plugin. 

 

In this project, a basic central data store was designed in form of a java application with an open 
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interfacefor the commit and update operations. Technically this interface is based on the SOAP protocol for 

structured data exchange between heterogeneous applications. This service interacts with plugins for 

Microsoft Word and Microsoft PowerPoint which were developed on the base of C# with the Microsoft 

Office Developer Tools. The ID assignment of the content fragments was realized by the use of the 

TextRangeconcept ([18] for Word and [19] for PowerPoint), which allows the tracking of specific content 

fragments (to track non-text content fragments in PowerPoint it was also required to use the shape 

interface [20]). At the moment, the IDs to identify the content fragments are saved in a separate XML file 

additionally to the proprietary document file. 

Fig. 4 shows a screenshot of the PowerPoint plugin inside a running application. Beside the buttons for 

commit and update, there is structure outline widget on the right side which is used to interact with the 

central super-structure and the shared content. 

5. Related Work 

The document model DITA [21] offers a framework to create domain specific content schemas. Thus, it is 

possible to define new structure types to support individual content expressions. This solves the problem of 

the limited expression variety of the most single source authoring environments. With the DITA Open 

Toolkit [22] it is possible to publish DITA content into many deliverable formats. Reference [23] describes 

an authoring system for educational materials using these technologies. Unfortunately, this publishing 

system has the same conceptual problem of the strict transformation rules. Nevertheless, with DITA maps it 

is possible to use content references, different structures for the same content and conditional processing of 

alternative content fragments. It appears that it would be worthwhile to consider if DITA could be used for 

the implementation of the central data store. 

There are approaches like [24] and [9] which are able to import contents from media-specific documents 

into a single-source base. The problem is that this is only a one-way solution. Changes in the single-source 

contents cannot be reassigned to the existing media-specific file. 

LaTeX [25] can also be used, to create multiple media forms. This publishing step has the same 

conceptual problem of the strict transformation rules. It is not possible to create free layouts. 

6. Conclusion 

The presented new approach and the working prototype show that it is possible to connect 

media-specific authoring with the advantages of single-source data management. The expressivity of the 

output media files is not limited by the underlying single-source management. This concept takes the 

separation of content and formatting to a new level, because it allows media-specific designing without the 

restrictions of traditional single-source systems. Due to the concept of the abstract structure items and the 

content referencing to external content materializations it is possible to support all kinds of possible 

content depictions. This is important to manage the structure and the content for multimedia files at a 

central place. 
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